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The music you are about to experience is a blend of ancient Asia and modern day Western music. The

soundtrack has heart-pounding, deep tribal sounds with drums of thunder, triumphant horns and angelic

strings of tragedy and hope. A must have. 16 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Virtual Orchestra, NEW AGE:

New Age Details: "What you will get is an extraordinary blend of music and emotion. "River Shirakawa" is

a musical confrontation of love and violence which spans into a musical saga. You'll also be carried away

by the Western orchestration, with a hint of Asian mysticism, and a true musical painting in motion." The

release not only marks his debut, but also solidifies himself as an artist who takes risks. "I know it's a

gamble doing this project. It doesn't have drum machines, no singing and no samples, so it's not

something that the mainstream audience is attracted to right away". But he says the music won't

disappoint regardless of who's listening. The Detroit artist set out to record "River Shirakawa" to imitate a

film score and an orchestra using the latest technical and musical techniques at his disposal. "The music

is all electronic, but I didn't want it to be obvious", says the 31-year-old artist. "I want the audience to

capture the meaning or imagine the portrait of what the music is painting. If the audience is listening to

the mechanics, then I have failed. But if they're listening with their mind and heart- then that is true

success". ****YOU CAN NOW PURCHASE INDIVIDUAL SONGS FOR 1 DOLLAR OR LESS! JUST

VISIT ANY OF THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES**** Apple iTunes AudioLunchbox BuyMusic CatchMusic

DigiPie Digital Kiosk Technologies EMEPE3 Emusic Etherstream iTunes-Canada iTunes-Europe

iTunes-UK MP3tunes Mperia MSN Music MusicIsHere MusicMatch MusicNet Napster: yes they're legal

now NetMusic On-line Promo Puretracks QTRnote Rhapsody RuleRadio Sony Connect Don't panic if you

don't see CHAMBERS at your favorite music download site. Be patient and try again later. *FOR THOSE

WHO ARE INTERNET CHALLENGED* (800)BUY-MY-CD - for CD orders only Order CDs toll-free from a
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real person!
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